
2020-12-17  A Night at the Roundtable 

D  OCUMENT OVERVIEW  
I   ACCESS  TO THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II ACCESS TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III GENERAL INFORMATION; OPENING MEDITATION
IV HARD NEWS
V GUEST – 2nd HOUR 

I   ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A   BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2
Bot Flash Player and HTML5 Player for available.

*   A Night at the Round Table Host: Various 
Thursdays at  6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone: 701-719-3600 or 515-605-5809 

* Friday Night Hard News            Hosts: Tara & Rama
 Fridays at  6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone:  712-775-4842 – PRESS 2

 Direct - 701-719-3600 

* History of our Galactic World & NESARA     Tara  & Rama
Saturdays at 6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone:  712-775-4842 – PRESS 2

 Direct - 701-719-3600 

* Friday, Saturday CONFERENCE CALL: 
The call moves from the radio  to the Conference line: 

For 1 hour – 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern, then returns to BBS Radio
Listen on the phone    605-313-5166 PIN 353863#
Listen online 605-313-5166 PIN 353863# 

www.freeconferencecallhd.com

To interact during live shows:  Canada/US:  1-888-429-5471   Direct: 323-744-4841
  

C  SKYPE: BBSradio2

D  ARCHIVES FOR THE 3 PROGRAMS listed above: 
  ● To access  the FREE BBS archives for any of  these programs: 

   • Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows 
   • Scroll down to find the name of the show you’re looking for; click on “Library 

Archives”
   • Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one 

being at the top.
   • You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
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 E  Archives also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 

written notes, as well as the 
audio recordings of the conference calls

II ACCESS TO OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:  Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls  
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern  
By telephone only: 1–605-475-4160 PIN 9467441# 

B    Tuesdays  Ashtar on the Road 
2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month: 6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern 

 Host is Fran; various guests 

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone: 1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330 

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing:    https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the VOIP button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays:  7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
      5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call 

with the Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message "YES to Abundance!"

III GENERAL INFORMATION; PODCAST ADDRESS; OPENING MEDITATION

A:   Host: VINAYAK

B:   INFORMATION ON Dr Keshe: 

Introduction to the Keshe website
• There is a wikipedia on the foundation website: lots of definitions and 

answers to questions there too; also a first aid information page - 
• The Kerry Ellis workshops are also good 

C:   Podcast: B B S RADIO

https://bbsradio.com/archive-description/audio/listen/255398 

      CALL IN NUMBERS: 888-429-5471 323- 744-4841

D:   Opening Meditation: Vinayak 
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GUEST: JOY ELAINE – SEE BELOW FOR A BIO AND SOME OF THE BLOGS MENTIONED

Joy Elaine – duality is our earth – there are wonderful things, plus the 
in non-duality THERE IS NO RESISTANCE TO CREATION: our thoughts instantly 

manifest! It’s important to start mastering the mind 
There is no such thing as death – a youthful appearance which perpetually 

regenerates itself 
non-duality is actually the highest consciousness we can attain: Osirus, Ashtar, 

- can change how you look from day to day as you wish
the masters all have self-love: we have to start with that, too – and an open heart
we have given much of our power to our brain: 

•  Isis will be giving us help 
•  JE has woven much of her learning into the blogs; Serenity Vibration Healing [SVH] is from the 

future 
• She is part of a mechanism that involves all kinds of galactic beings, the Ashtar 

Command, fairies,  
• and we can be part of that work – just read the books and join in the transmissions 

• we can contribute to the work that is going on on the earth

Caller/Ca: thanks for returning to the show! Sounds like she’s had profound experiences with the
Masters – he’s working to be on and act on purpose: 
• if someone takes it on themselves to give him a book by Serapis Bey, that seems like a 

specific context
JE: has not worked with Serapis Bey; she names others she HAS worked with

• until 2009, we were all in 3rd dimension which left in 2009, and 4th is gone also; we are 
now in 5th and 6th – the better question to ask “Is this information for me?”

• When she is putting the info from the various Ascended Masters in her books, she listens 
very carefully in order to not misrepresent what they say – they are non dual and 
THEY DO NOT LIE! They don’t get the  deviousness that exists on earth 

Caller: just about receiving the book as a gift – the first thought was of the master’s way of 
connecting with him 

JE: suggests the blog called The Golden Ticket – can do clearings for oneself! 
• Ask for help and you’ll get it . . . 
• when you go to bed at night: I want to remember what the masters told me tonight – 

YOU HAVE TO ASK!  They have strict guidelines about helping us due to our free will
– they will make suggestions yet the BALL IS IN OUR COURT!

Vin: can we have an update on how our favourite genie is doing: Tonas, the Swizzlers, Laponie
JE: they rescued the children – Laponie created another planet for them, called Joyous

• 124,000 of them and have been studying the arts – many are focussed on music
•  those kids are going celebrate Christmas on a planet in our system – Laponie the genie 

has made them into swizzle sticks so they don’t look like humans!
• Charlie, the only one who talks, says Mum they gotta have puppies - 

• They are going to the North Pole on that non-dual planet with all kinds of suitcases
of clothes for outside playing, sledding 

THERE WAS A LOT MORE DISCUSSION: BEST TO LISTEN TO THE PODCAST . . .
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TONIGHT’S PANEL   Caroline Oceana Ryan (COR) Tara & Rama  (T, R)
  Vinayak (Vin) 

COR:  The Collective – don’t have to feel the solstice is a heavy thing: it’s a DAWNING!  The sun 
is starting to come up – concentrate on the sun coming in, as it really is the Light coming –
divine justice etc coming in . . . CELEBRATE!

Vin: an exciting week: feeling energy shifts so profoundly – and also a stillness, a calmness – 
maybe to do with the amount of love pouring in on us 

• eating much less; drinking a lot more water! Just feeling so much love, happiness, joy – 
doesn’t listen to the news; screens the e-mails for downers – realizing he can 
choose what to watch, listen to – mantras, Gregorian chants - 

• check out the You Tubes and choose wisely:  we can truly celebrate now – we are 
shifting the timelines, collapsing timelines, moving more rapidly than we were 
expected to do and we are changing the world into the one we wish to inhabit 

White Night News Update -   Rama, Tara [R, T] 

[See https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts for info on Rama’s contacts]

RAMA: Greetings! It is a wild time to be here in this realm, as many realms are converging on 
each other. Do not pay too much attention to the various fiascos going on, in various 
media dramas! Because they want to play with false flags events, and not-so-nice issues.

TARA: We already had enough—enough! For all of us!

R: Yeah! And as we approach this Solstice, the Light coming in is changing physical reality. The 
ships are showing up in the skies! And I took pictures today of this ship that was over this 
area for hours and hours and hours!  SEE BELOW FOR THE PICTURE RAMA TOOK!

• People were looking at it and taking pictures on the road. It’s just another sign that our 
different realities are merging right now, where Disclosure will be the order of the day.
It goes into those other realms that [Night at the Roundtable guest, author] Joy Elaine was
talking about, and how we are all connected with this Tree of Life. The Circle of Life. 

Today I talked with Natasha and Professor Z. Natasha was talking about how [Congress member] 
Deb Haaland from New Mexico is going to be the next Secretary of the Department of 
Interior!
T: She has charge over the land, and what the people do with the land, and that’s right 

down her alley! She’s a 35-generation-family New Mexican! I mean—that is 
amazing!

R: She knows about NESARA and the Farm Claims and— 
COR: Deb Haaland was one of the first two Native Americans to be elected to 

Congress. The significance of a Native American woman being appointed Secretary 
of the Department of the Interior cannot be overemphasized! It’s a great moment!

T: Oh—it’s a first, ever! Ever, ever!

R: She knows about the Farm Claims and NESARA, yet she can’t talk about it, and she is 
directly connected with the Wise Council of Elders—how this brings in Divine 
Government!

T: This is really happening!
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R: And we get rid of the creatures from Jekyll Island—let’s put it that way!
T: Yes—[creatures] who knew what they were doing, when they instituted this type of 
money game.

R: Concerning Natasha, she went on to tell me about this ongoing yada-yada [news reports] 
about the Russians hacking the cyber security of the United States. It was not the 
Russians! It’s the war going on among the different factions of the intelligence communities
and the deep state.

• Dr Greer calls them “the Black Budget folks”—Area 51. And you can imagine where it 
goes from there! It is about the fact that there are different groups within our 
governmental agencies that are at each others’ throats. 

• Because there is a change—this fundamental, huge change, going from Kali Yuga to Sat 
Yuga, and with that ends the old timeline, which is about war. “We shall study war no 
more!” And it is kind of a trip to watch, because everybody is blaming the FSB [Russia’s 
Federal Security Service], and all these other agencies, and Putin. It is not Putin! 

• Yet it is so deeply entrenched in the political fiascos that have to do with—since the Cold 
War, Russia has been declared the bad guys on the planet, along with China. That’s not the
case. We—the USA—are the empire, and that needs to be grokked, big time!

• We are the ones who  have created this problem. And metaphorically speaking, Goddess 
is showing up to fix it, and she takes no prisoners! I leave it there!

T: What dost thou mean by that last statement, sir?
R: It means what it means! I have been told they [500,00 high-level criminals] will be 
taken to [planet] Dracos to stand trial for crimes against the galaxy and the local Universe,
and that’s not my call. 

T: In the fourth quadrant of the Milky Way galaxy. There’s something we talked about—the 
hyperdimensional election of Barack Obama, sitting on the Council of Nine, and he goes 
there with the King of Swords, right?
R: Yes!
T: So we’ve got due representation on Sirius A, [in meetings happening] very frequently 
now. 
• The time element is nonlinear. So generally, the level of communication and bi-location—
we’re experiencing the energies moving in a way that we are really at the highest level of 
learning while going, you might say, that’s possible—and still have your head in the clouds 
and your feet on the ground! 
R: Yes!

T: So Rama, the whole story then, is that NESARA is unfolding in envelopes of goodies that we 
can see—a new venue. No stone has been left unturned, and we’re gong to sit here and 
enjoy the beautiful sounds of Christmas. It’s the most joyous of times, in terms of what we
can do now, and how we can contribute just by being here together.

R: Something that may or may not be out there, on the scope of people seeing it—China 
went to the moon, picked up some dust and some moon rocks, and came back. And they 
went to an area of the moon that the US and Russians haven’t gone to, But this will go to 
prove that the moon is hollow. It’s an artificial satellite. We used to have two moons, 
before the destruction of Atlantis.
T: It looked like the one that we’ve got [now]. Because that’s just a temporary 
placeholder!
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R: Yes, it’s just a stand-in. Yet there are structures on the moon a mile or two miles high, 
made completely of glass. Nobody has figured out who made it, how it got there. But it is 
about the ancient Builder race, as they have been called—the Great Silent Watchers that 
began this story, seeding lifeforms throughout the galaxy. All this is going to come out very
soon. China is really pushing for Full Disclosure right now, which is a big deal! I pass the 
talking stick!

VIN: Rama, do you have an idea as to why China is pushing full Disclosure? Any information you 
could share about that?
R:  There are certain groups within China—they have been having their own battles within 
their own communities, where the communist state, the folks who play with that idea of 
communist China, have been battling the folks who are the capitalists of China.
• Behind that, there is this drama going on with different factions that are aligned with the 
Pleiadeans and the Andromedans and the Sirians. They want Peace on the planet. Yet there
are other folks who have a vested interest in keeping the war story going on, on the 
planet. And they’re tied in with the old Draconian story, and the other—

T: The one that’s all worn out, everybody! 
R:  That’s right.
T: That is literally at the end. That’s an old story, so don’t even go there. And of course, it 
would only be to “keep your friends close and your enemies closer” at this time, as there’s 
only one of us here. This idea of polarity is laying down its head, to rest at the feet of Unity
consciousness.
• What a perfect guest [Joy Elaine - https://www.thejoyoflife.info and 
https://joyelaine.com] to have tonight! I am so appreciative, Vinayak and Caroline.

R: Thank you, yes! 

VIN: You’re very welcome, folks! Joy is such a great Light! 

COR: She’s amazing! I’m glad you asked about China, Vinayak, because I was going 
to ask as well—is that President Xi [who is] pushing for Full Disclosure? I mean, come on—
that’s a very Faction Three thing to push for!

R: Yes!

T: Well, President Xi is a very Faction Three kind of guy! R: Yes! 
•  He is totally in communication with the galactics, and they’ve been doing that for a long, 
long time. He sent his best person—did he come in person?—to the Disclosure Project. 

R: Yes, the Disclosure Hearings! With [Former US] Sen. Mike Gravel, [Congress member] 
Barbara Lee [D-CA], and others—Dr Greer.

T: And Dr Steven Greer! The whole idea of fusion and all these alternative states of 
consciousness—they are very real, with beings who have visited us being the same, and 
having abilities way beyond anything that the military knows anything about!

R: They already have fusion reactors—let’s say, nuclear fission is over! 
T: It’s over! It’s SO over!
R: You don’t have to boil water with nuclear fuel rods! It is so old 
T: [Laughs] So bizarre! Misqualified energy. And you know—“Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do.” Yet accountability is at hand! Anything you’re getting from the 
Collective, Caroline, is welcome!
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VIN: I want to add my comment about encouraging everyone to stay as much as possible in 
Divine Neutrality, is the best way I can put it. And to allow the scenario to play out, and 
know that it’s ended. It’s old news, basically. And we are creating the New Earth and the 
new Life. It’s pretty clear to me that we are fast, fast, fast approaching Full Disclosure as 
well as NESARA. So blaze, blaze, blaze the Violet Fire, folks!

COR: Absolutely! Rama, I’m wondering about that ship that you and other people saw— Was it 
what we see in videos, where you just see a light zipping around? 
• Or was it that you could see it was made out of metal? You could see windows or what 
have you—how clear was that image for you?
R: It was a fully decloaked ship! You could kind of see this shimmering iridescent light, and
possibly windows, and then the cloud ship [form] would overtake it again. Then it would 
clear, and you could see the outline of it, and then it would cloud up and look like a cloud 
ship again. I was going North on 84, to 85, and just pulling over, taking pictures!

VIN: Wow, that is fascinating! Talk about being revealed and unveiled!

COR: That is fantastic! I hope to see one of those in my county. It sounds amazing. 
Did people look shocked? Or just fascinated, Rama?
R: They were just very calmly amazed. You could say it was being acknowledged without 
any kind of high drama, let’s put it that way. Just a matter of fact, “Oh! There’s a ship in 
the sky!”
T: Rama, you got a picture of it! You were one of the folks that got out and took a picture. 
[Looking at photo] You can see that there’s two. There’s no doubt. [SEE PICTURE BELOW]

COR: So people weren’t horrified. They weren’t in a bad kind of shock. 
• Do you feel like all these science fiction films we’ve seen—since you and I were born, 
they’ve been putting out so much! The X Files, and all these different shows—do you feel 
like that was Faction Three, preparing people psychologically for Disclosure?

R: I would say, Yes. And Hollywood had its own two cents to put in. They have disclosed 
many things through The X Files that I would say needed to come out. Because of the fact 
that, since WWII, we [in the US] have been right alongside the Nazi scientists, connecting 
with the galactics, creating the Secret Space Program and the Secret Space Force that 
Trump calls “Space Force.” 

• But all of these folks are not aligned with Captain Ashtar and Admiral Sananda [of the 
Ashtar Command]. I will state that for a fact. They are not! They call themselves connected
with the Alliance, and that is not the people I connect with. Nor [are they connected with] 
Ashtar, that I can speak of. And that is a big distinction! Because it ties in with Faction Two
and the deep state, and the Clinton Foundation and the groups that are playing with these 
extraterrestrial folks that don’t necessarily have the best interests of people of Earth [in 
mind].

T: And on the opposite side—this cannot be emphasized more!—we have Deb Haaland, a New 
Mexican for 35 generations, and a Native American on all sides [of her family]—she has 
been selected. There’s all kinds of help coming out now. This is not really about Joe 
[Biden]. Joe is doing his part, but I think the reparations—we’re hearing The Squad and 
others saying, “There’s no middle road here! It’s time to do the progressive thing, and it’s 
time to do it yesterday, and now would be good!”
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• So she’s been selected as the next Secretary of the Department of the Interior, which 
means the land! Prosper the land, and you prosper the people! This is the real deal! 
• And the Age of Aquarius this time is going to be four times longer [then other eras]. It’s 
called the Sat Yuga, where there’s 100,000 years of Peace, plus-plus-plus! We’re not doing 
that timeline anymore. We’re Ascending. The path that we’re on—the Age of Ma’at exceeds
the Age of Aquarius, which is Mother Sekhmet, and dying is not an option!
R: No!
T: I hope that everybody can—I wish Randy were here [as he follows Mr Keshe’s work 
closely]. 
• When is that machine [healing unit] available, that Keshe has in Arizona? Does anybody 
know? 
COR: Oh, the Life Enhancement Unit! I’ve been waiting for an update for that myself. 
Randy’s not feeling very well right now. Not sure he’s still with us, still contributing to the 
chat—we will get an update from him. 
• [Reading what’s in the Skype chat] Julie [on the chat] is very connected to the Keshe 
crowd. She says they’re still setting all that up. And Micah says there’s a waiting list for the
Life Enhancement Unit. I need to get on that waiting list. A lot of us do!

T: Do we need to go to his website—is that where we go to sign up on his list? Keshe Foundation
—? 
COR: Keshe.Foundation is his website. Micah is saying, “Let’s all get on it!” Micah is 
a friend of the show, everyone, so he is on the chat with us, and so is Julie. Micah and 
Julie, where do we go to get on the waiting list? Knowledge Seekers Workshop, or—? 

OK— we’ll have to ask [NATR co-host] Randy, they’re saying. Randy will know. So I’ll 
email Randy. So we’ll find out, everyone! We’ll pass that on that good news.

T: It is truly the energies! So let’s send everybody good vibrations, so they can know their limits, 
and then take that time to be slowing down. Because that happens when you’re reversing 
course—it slows down to the point where you feel like you’re high all the time. What’s 
happening, is that the movement [of higher energies] is in a flow that’s very powerful right
now!
• And there’s an upside down happy face up there [in the chat]!

COR: Well, that’s me because I’m confused as to how to get on the waiting list, along 
with everybody else. They’re saying that the man who purchased the units is still 
working out all the details with Mr Keshe and his team. 
• A lot of people have been asking, “How do I get on the list?” Just about everyone’s got 
some health issue they would love some [energetic/higher technology] help with, so 
there’s going to be a long line!

T: The first thing we know is that there’s going to be times a gazillion of these things, as soon as 
NESARA’s enacted. There’s people all over the world who have been readying the moment 
for the new technology.
• Young people—10 years old, 12 years old, who have got two and three PhDs, and they’re 
telling us about the new technology, and we’re sitting there saying, “OK, slow down—I got 
to write this down!” All of that stuff has been enumerated, and I feel I can see it already—
the new programming going on, even in the news we’re watching all the time. 
• The story about “Russia, Russia, Russia, Russia!”—it is not about Russia! Remember, 
from the very beginning—why is Julian Assange at Belmarsh Prison being tortured? 
Because he said, “Hillary, I have your number!”
• We have this film footage of what the Clinton Charity Foundation has bought and paid for
—all these people on the ground killing Iraqis—[civilians] with no [military] uniform on! 
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Then our military from above, killing camera people and journalists on the ground—same 
group!

R: To this day—this is why I kind of bring it to a serious note—the reason the state of 
affairs of our planet right now, of why Ed Snowden is sitting in Moscow [in hiding], and 
Julian Assange is sitting in Belmarsh, is that war crimes were committed the morning of 
9/11. And to this day, no one has gone to jail nor has that been dealt with.
• This is about the empire called the US of A. Another name I bring up: Michael Hastings. 
He was killed for telling the truth about 9/11.

T: We’re getting a demonstration of Peaceful transition, in the midst of all the chaos. It’s happening! 
COR: OK, now I’m wondering, has Rama heard from Mrs Obama lately?
R: I haven’t heard a word from them.
T: But I can sense the energy—very strong! The Aquarian energy. The Water Bearer—the 
bringer of the Waters of Life to the planet. That’s what we’re going through right now, on 
the 21st. And I think everything’s more translatable than we can possibly imagine. Water is
the flow of our Divine emotions. The Light of the time, of the season. The Light of the 
Office of the Christ!
R: Yes! 

COR: All right, so now I have another question: Do you feel that Faction Three is getting 
stronger in world governments? If President Xi can push for Full Disclosure, if we can put a 
Native American woman into the Department of the Interior as Secretary— Do you feel like
Faction Three presence is getting so much stronger in the structure of government that we 
have now on the planet, that pretty soon NESARA is just going to come forward? That 
they’re making inroads? 
R: Yes, I would say so! Because Natasha told me that Deb Haaland is going to hold the 
private contractors and the US government accountable for the crimes against the First 
Nations people at Standing Rock, [those who were being Water Protectors in the face of] 
the Dakota Access Pipeline, where many people were shot and maimed for life by goons 
with guns, to put it simply, that looked no different than the folks who threatened the 
governor of Michigan.
T: We remain in unconditional Divine Neutrality, because Mother [Sekhmet] knows what to
do [to bring them to justice]!

R: Yes!
T: Along with the Ashtar Command. We are in process of intervention every moment now! 
And it’s quite something to watch!
COR: And Representative—or Secretary—Haaland would need a lot of protection, in 
that case. 
R: Yes. 
COR: And also, she’d be taking on—what are they called—the security firm. They hired a 
private security firm, that company—Energy Transfer Partners. They hired private thugs, 
so she’s going to have to stand up to the corporation, which is—boy—! 
R: Yes!

T: Yes, ma’am! There’s going to be backup! There IS backup! Of a supernatural kind! It’s
a combination—20 million sovereign world militia forces, where 16 million of them are not 
from here [Earth]. That’s the ratio of the intervention. Three-quarters are galactic beings, 
and one-quarter is the Faction Three White Knights on the ground.
• So 4 million born and raised around the planet, with the others. I respect and learn every
day what the meaningfulness of that is, and that the power of what we do—even if it’s only
a small group of us—which like Margaret Mead said, is the only thing that’s ever changed 
the world.
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• As we grasp all these interdimensional awarenesses and synergize them with our living 
together—wow!
• Are we happy? Yes! I can’t see anything that isn’t happy about getting a forum where we 
get to be together, experiencing this transformation that’s already happening! Right, 
Rama?
R: Yes!

T: When you talk to your people every day, you’re dealing with it right at the vortex of where 
the change is going on, every day!
R: I can say that intervention is happening, whether it is being seen or not. And the people
of Earth are feeling it, because we are moving to that state of Oneness. All the messages 
are saying that! Patti Cota-Robles is saying, “We’re in this time now, where as you do the 
work of working with the Force, it will expand you, infinitely so!”
I’m seeing that in real time, as I connect with the beings. It’s called Serendipity! I pass the
talking stick!

COR: We’re close to finishing for the evening, but I just wanted to quickly say— [to Rama] 
Did you say that Ruth, your [white] dragon friend whom you knew in Atlantis—did you say 
that she is waking up now?
R: Oh, she’s awake and she is working with the Altamarians, an extraterrestrial race that 
have been here for many years now, helping to re-terraform different coral reefs and the 
physical crust of the planet in certain areas, so that we don’t necessarily have the 
cataclysmic events spoken were about in the “I AM America [Earth changes] map” or 
Gordon Michael Scallion’s map [of the world], where California goes into the ocean!
T: The technologies are so advanced! Again—it’s being done all at once, and not piecemeal.
So these times, in this window—this week starting on Monday [after] that New Moon total 
solar eclipse, and then into our Age of Aquarian D-Day, beginning day, the 21st of 
December, Winter Solstice day—is going to be a legacy for many, many moons to come! 
Far into the future! 

COR: Something they’ll be singing songs about for a long time, as they used to say!

T: And yet, we’re being told, it’s inner—it’s the Joy! Joy is the deal!

COR: Absolutely! We’ve got Sonja on the line—Sonja are you still there, my friend? 

SONJA: I’m here, and enjoying every second of this show! What a magnificent show! Joy 
Elaine, and Vinayak and you, and all the comments, and Tara, when you were reporting, 
and Rama—an amazing report today! Tara, when you mentioned beginning the era and Sat
Yuga, being represented by the Water Carrier. It just brought goose bumps, because the 
Water Carrier IS Maitreya!
T: Yes, we’re talking about the end of the Kali Yuga, and the Age of Aquarius beginning the
Sat Yuga, yes. 

SONJA: And when Maitreya has appeared, even way back in 2005 or so, when I was 
meditating with the Benjamin Creme* group, he [Lord Maitreya] appeared to my daughter 
at the health food store. To make a long story short, when he departed from being present 
with her, he put the gallon bottle of water he had been filling up at the water machine—he 
put the whole jug on her shoulder [as the Water Carrier is often pictured], and walked 
away!
• I’m still getting goose bumps! And after that, he ____ [?] appear right there. He had a 
small bottle with a very old label I’d never seen before. They were both filling up water at 
the machine at the Co-opportunity [cooperative grocer in Santa Monica, Calif].
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• So when I talked to Benjamin Creme’s right hand, I told him about the experience, he 
said, “Oh, yeah—that was Maitreya.” 
• My daughter immediately ran [out of the store] and was hoping [?] he'd appear right 
before the cash register and in the parking lot. I saw her looking for someone, and he was 
just gone.
• So it was confirmed that it was Maitreya, giving his blessing. So yes, it is coming and 
merging with the message of Wisdom, and that’s been the whole work that Creme was 
involved in this whole time.

T: Nobody ever forgets that [message that Benjamin Crème shared with the world], 
because it’s global. And everybody participated. It continues now. This is really happening. 
That energy is continuing, and everything added onto it now. There’s no turning back!

SONJA: On the 21st, we have the Solstice, but then we have the conjunction also of 
Saturn and Jupiter!
R: Hmmm-mmm!
T: Excelente! 

SONJA: So I send you that little image. What’s happening is just magnificent! We couldn’t 
be in a better place. Thank you for giving me the floor for a second! I wanted to share that,
definitely. Such Light, such high Light!

T: Yes, thank you, Sonja, so much! 

COR: Thank you so much, Sonja, for your comments, and thank you to all our listeners. I know a
lot of people feel stressed and stressed at the minute, in this amazing time we’re in. 
Please keep your eye on the prize, as they say. We are absolutely seeing that Sun come 
up over the horizon [which the Collective spoke of earlier in the show]. Winter Solstice—a 
very powerful time. So just concentrate on anything beautiful and powerful and 
empowering that you can think of, that gives you inspiration. 

• So much love! And much thanks to my co-hosts, and Don, whenever you’re ready with 
the music, that will be wonderful. Thank you, everyone! 

*  Benjamin Crème was a Scottish artist, author, teacher of esoteric knowledge, and editor of
Share International magazine. He taught that the Second Coming, which is prophesied by many
religions, would come in the form of Ascended Master Lord Maitreya, the World Teacher.

CLOSING MUSIC:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSQSp0nLK-Y  
the storm is passing over-

Let's sing Gospel Connection feat. Nikki Potts [US] & Anno Domini Gospel Choir [Italy]
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GUEST: JOY ELAINE
Broadcasting Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 07:00 pm

Guest Website: https://joyelaine.com/

Guest Category: Earth & Space
Energy Healing
Paranormal
UFOs
Spiritual
Access Consciousness
Akashic Records
Angel Communication
Shamanism

Guest Occupation: author, speaker, expert on Ashtar Command, energy worker, Akashic reader,
Shaman, Angelic Healer

Guest Biography: Joy Elaine is an author, speaker and one of the foremost experts in the world
on the Ashtar Command, as well as “mythical” creatures that are real.

Joy has her fingers on the pulse of the evolving Earth and has a profound understanding of the 
nature of the 47 universes, and many of the races that inhabit them.

Joy’s three decades of study in different forms of energy work—past life regression, Akashic 
record reading, shamanism, angelic healing and SVH (Serenity Vibration Healing)—have given her
the background as well as the tools and techniques to be able to bring forth the information in 
The Joy Chronicles.

You can find out more about her books and services, at https://joyelaine.com/.

And go to https://joyelaine.com/commander-ashtar-on-coronavirus/ for a recent 
channeling from Captain Ashtar!
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Commander Ashtar on Coronavirus

FUEL WHAT YOU DESIRE:

“On the matter of the virus, that which has been orchestrated to stir the fears of those who are of 
this world, has been very successful. However, that success is ready to fall aside. Individuals have
moved beyond the fear, though they are concerned, to a greater understanding of what they have
always known or have awakened to know that will spark that which is within them that is 
absolutely and forever aligned with fueling what is desired.”

DIMINISH WHAT FED THE VIRUS:

“That is the only hope, for in fear there is more of the same. As millions come into that sense (of 
remembering to focus on what they desire) they are changing their minds. They are remembering
that their words, as well as their thoughts are important. Through a collective of these minds, 
they are beginning to diminish the power of that which has fed the virus.

VIBRATION OF THE VIRUS IS LIKE THE VIBRATION OF FEAR:

“The frequency and vibration of the virus is akin to fear itself. Before it even left China, it grabbed 
onto that fear and sealed itself very tightly in the minds and the hearts of those who were in fear 
for their life. Now people are changing. They are stating the word that is the power of change 
when one wishes to flip from one side to the other. That word is ‘NO.’”

SEE THE VIRUS STOPPED:

“‘No, I shall not become fearful of the force that has been rolling down the hill like a snowball. I 
will not carry this further. I see it stopped. It cannot continue to roll because there is no impetus 
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pushing it forward.’ That is what will stop that which has been imposed on this Earth as a means 
to stop community; to stop heart connections, and the ability to touch one another; to stop the 
desire to be in the presence of one another.”

FOCUS ON HOW TO ELEVATE YOUR LIFE:

Ashtar continues, 

“It is my hope for the world that each and every person begins to focus within for how 
their lives can elevate from this point forward. How they can look about themselves, 
see what they would change in order to help change the world, and allow themselves 
to become more in attunement with the heart of Gaia, who is indeed their rightful 
mother.”

IT’S UP TO US:

My addition to what Ashtar told me is that, at this point in our evolution, all of the galactic races 
of high integrity are forbidden by the galactic councils of light to come in and “save us.” They can 
support us with benevolent thoughts, but that is all. What happens on Earth is up to us, the 
people of Earth.

ENERGY SHIELD TO PROTECT YOU:

In addition to saying “No” to the virus and focusing on the positive changes you wish to see in 
your life and for the Earth, here is an energy shield that will protect you from the coronavirus.

1. To access the shield, simply close your eyes and pretend to see a screen—movie, TV or 
computer screen. 

2. Even if you see nothing, a part of you does see the screen. 
3. Silently ask, “Creator, is it okay for you to put this shield in place for me.” 
4. When you get an affirmative sense or knowing, simply say or think “Yes!” and your shield 

will immediately be put in place. 
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